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Books 

 

Albert Camus "The Fall" ("La Chute") 

 

Albert Camus' "The Fall" is full of the anxious, nervous chatter of one Jean-Baptiste Clamence, a French 

lawyer living in Amsterdam. What you are getting is one side of a conversation you probably wouldn't 

hear much of the other side anyway. Clamence is a relentless talker and has a comment for everybody 

and everything around him, revealing a cynical response to the world. He is a self-styled know-it-all in 

human response, as well as self-analyzing and narcissistic; so aware, so sensitive, so "intelligent" that he 

becomes a misfit and a drop out. 

  

As his monologue progresses,  Clamence admits that despite a mountain of good deeds and female 

conquests, his greatest love is himself. He helps others purposefully to appear magnanimous and he 

"loves" women because their attentions bolster his self-esteem. His self-centeredness ultimately breeds 

a distrust of society, government and especially religion as well as a self-loathing, the dilemma of a 

thinking man caught in the muck of thousands of years of engrained human patterns- like jealousy and 

hatred- but conscious that there could and should be a better way. A certain kind of madness takes over 

when you think too much, characterizing and classifying everything, becoming paranoid at even random 

laughter on the street, and Clamence has tipped over the edge. 

 

Despite his knowledge- or even because of his knowledge- Clamence has become a desperate man, 

clinging to the ears of strangers he meets in his favorite bar, like the traveler who has caught his 

attention in "The Fall." At first, Clamence impresses with his cool, calculated responses to the world, but 

as he gets more and more intimate with his listener, cracks appear in his coolness. And it is when the 

cracks appear that it starts getting interesting- his language gets more lyrical and the ideas fly. 

 

Hard honesty in "The Fall" means accepting the flawed characteristics that keep the human race from 

progressing and the fact that they are deeply engrained in our beings. No one escapes without guilt, 

according to Camus, making innocence a misty pipe dream. The results are shamelessly selfish, but so 



predictable that characters like Clamence can use the ugly knowledge to his best advantage, all the 

while decrying its effect. Admission of his own guilt, symbolized by admitting that he did nothing to help 

a drowning person he came upon, becomes his authority to analyze and condemn others. 

 

Throughout the book, Camus breaks into some penetrating social commentary that reveals a distrust for 

established institutions of the time. But more than just passing out blame, Camus implicates the 

individual too. This is the hardest truth of all- that what makes things on the outside so tumultuous is 

what is inside every person, from the highest society of gentlemen to the twisted thinking of a cynic 

lurking in a dirty bar. 

 

My favorite quote comes early in the book, when Clamence describes how society at the time is 

"organized" for a certain kind of "liquidation," comparing it to the function of ravenous flesh-eating fish. 

In order to live "a good clean life" complete with work, family and "organized leisure activities," one 

must submit to the teeth of the fish, eating "right down to the bone." But more than having the 

"organization" forced upon us, Camus suggests that it is our choice. 

 

This passage succinctly expresses what I believe was a common psychological malady of the time: the 

fear of being swallowed up by society at the same time as being taken care of by it. This became a solid 

plank in the platform of social revolt that was to come. 
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